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Abstract
Pakistan’s dysfunctional education system is a major contributor to continuing radicalization that
undermines the country’s political and economic stability. Previous top-down efforts to reform
the education system have met with little success, largely because of Pakistani government
corruption or program inefficiency.
This brief proposes that the United States lead the international community in supporting a
grassroots initiative to reform Pakistan’s education system. Working through a non-profit
Pakistani NGO, The Citizens Foundation (TCF), the international community should combine
internet resources with traditional education infrastructure to empower the reform efforts of
moderates. This approach would involve: (1) further development of TCF curricula and teacher
training programs; (2) creation of a free internet-based database in which TCF’s curricula and
training programs would be available; and (3) construction of urban education centers—similar
to former United States Information Agency Libraries and Information Resource Centers—in
Pakistan. The aim is to provide moderates with the training and material support necessary to
establish better public schools, reform the education system, and reduce radicalization in
Pakistan.

The Radicalization of Pakistan
A sizeable minority of Pakistani citizens support radical Islamic movements such as al-Qaeda,
the Afghan Taliban, and Tehrik-i-Taliban. Moreover, backing for radical groups also has
increased in the military.1


In 2011, there were almost 2,000 terrorist attacks in Pakistan, in addition to 301
clashes between security forces and militants.2



In May 2011, 12% of Pakistanis said they view al-Qaeda favorably. Over 15% of
Pakistanis support the Afghan and Tehrik-i-Taliban and 27% support the anti-India
Islamic group Lashkar-e-Taiba.3



General Ashfaq Kayani, Pakistan’s Chief of Army Staff, did not condemn the recent
murder of the Governor of Punjab and prominent social liberal, Salman Taseer.
Amhed Rashid, a well-known Pakistani journalist, stated that the General declined to
comment because “too many soldiers in the ranks…sympathize with the killer…[and]
any public statement…could endanger the army’s unity.”4

Radicalization and Pakistan’s Public Education System
Pakistan’s struggling public education system is a major contributor to radicalization. 5 Public
schools use radical curricula, receive inadequate funding, and do not prepare students for the
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workforce. Professor Tariq Rahman of Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad, stated that students
“succeed in spite of the [education] system not because of it.”6 As a result, undereducated or
unemployed Pakistanis turn to extremist organizations that promise societal and economic
change. 7


Radical Content of Curricula: Rubina Saigol, a Pakistani academic studying public
school textbooks, found that “a great deal of the ideology that we think madrassas are
producing is in fact being produced in state schools.”8 Public school curricula teach
that Islam and Pakistan are in danger and that the Pakistani people are at war with the
West.9 Thus, 30% of undergraduates surveyed in 2010 ranked the United States as the
largest threat to Pakistan.10



Underfunded Education System: Ahmed Rashid reported that in Pakistan “social
services, especially education, remain abysmal, because every year the government’s
spending on…education is cut.” 11 Because the Pakistani government allocates less
than 3% of GDP to education, Pakistan was ranked 142 out of 163 countries for
percentage of GDP spent on education in 2009.12 Consequently, 20,000 schools lack
sufficient facilities; others are over-crowded or are non-existent “ghost schools.”13
66% of parents identified “non-availability” of schools as the reason why their child
was not enrolled. 14 The student-to-teacher ratio in primary schools is 40:1 and
teachers earn as little as $50 per month.15



Lack of Job Training: A 2007 UNESCO report asserted that Pakistan needs to “reconceptualize the role of technical and vocational education and to link it to primary
and secondary education.” 16 Professor Khadim Hussain of Pakistan’s Bahria
University stated that students “don’t understand what evidence is” and that many are
taught that using “logic means that you are definitely an agent of India.”17 Having
few vocational or analytical skills leaves students susceptible to radical propaganda
and unprepared for the job market.

Radicalization and Pakistan’s Madrassas
Six percent of Pakistani students attend private Islamic schools, called madrassas, largely
because they are closer, lower cost, or have better resources than public schools. Other students
attend madrassas because their parents prefer they receive a religious education. 18 However,
madrassas use archaic curricula that do not provide vocational skills and some madrassas directly
recruit students for terrorist operations.


Impractical and Outdated Curricula: Christine Fair, an Assistant Professor at
Georgetown University, notes that the Pakistani government would like “madrassas
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students to be more employable.” 19 Half of madrassas’ standardized curricula are
religious studies. The remaining content is the “rational sciences,” including math,
medicine, astronomy, history, philosophy, polemics, and prosody. The most recent
texts in the rational sciences curricula date to the 14th century.20


Militant Recruitment: Tariq Rahman asserts that “the madrassa are the most
intolerant of all other student groups in Pakistan.”21 Approximately 23% of Pakistani
militants have attended a madrassa, and 13% were recruited at their madrassa.22

Pakistan’s public education system lacks funding and appropriate curricula. Madrassas fail to
prepare students for the global economy or themselves recruit students for militant organizations.
Therefore, education reform is necessary to counter the spread of radicalism in Pakistan.

Past Attempts to Reform Pakistan’s Education System
The Pakistani government, the international community, and the United States recognize the
connection between the country’s failing education system and radicalization. In response, they
have implemented a variety of reform initiatives.

Domestic Reform Initiatives
Pakistan’s national and provincial governments have attempted multiple reforms, such as
the Education Sector Reforms and the establishment of the Punjab Education Foundation.


The Education Sector Reforms (ESR) were begun by the Ministry of Education in
2001 as part of the international Education for All initiative. ESR targeted school
availability, institutional reforms, vocational and technical training, education quality,
and the integration of private schools into the public system.23



The Punjab Education Foundation, funded by Punjab’s provincial government,
provides free private schooling to students. Current enrollment is estimated at
600,000.24

Assessment: Political divisions in Pakistan greatly hinder national education reforms, such
as ESR. For instance, conservatives have vehemently opposed the ESR goals of integrating
madrassas and revising the national curricula.25 Successful provincial reforms, such as the
Punjab Education Foundation, are not standardized throughout Pakistan, limiting their
effectiveness.26
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International Education Initiatives
The international community gives both bilateral and multilateral education aid to Pakistan.
Two prominent multilateral efforts are the World Bank’s Education for All initiative and the
United Nations’ World Food Program.


Education for All is an initiative that seeks to improve access to high quality
education, lessen gender disparities, and improve adult literacy.27



The United Nations World Food Program provides food to students and rations to
families in order to improve women’s education, enrollment, and performance
levels.28

Assessment: Most international aid projects underperform because Pakistan’s education
bureaucracy is corrupt and underfunded or the program allocates resources inefficiently.29
The Education for All Global Monitoring Report noted that Pakistan has made “slower
progress” in increasing enrollment than other participants.30 The World Food Program has
also experienced difficulties: providing food to some schools has caused students already
enrolled elsewhere to switch schools, but has not increased total student enrollment in the
country.31

U.S. Education Initiatives
The United States provides $200 million annually to Pakistan in education aid.32 USAID
supervises five initiatives: Links to Learning, Children’s Television Project, Fulbright
Scholarship Program, Teachers Education Program, and Higher Education Commission
Support.


Links to Learning improves achievement in English, science, math, and computer
literacy by increasing teacher training and education infrastructure.33



Children’s Television Project uses television and other media to develop language,
problem-solving, and critical thinking skills.34



Fulbright Scholarship Program increases the number of Pakistanis qualified to be
leaders in education, society, politics, and business by providing scholarships to elite
Pakistani students pursuing graduate degrees in the United States.35
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Teachers Education Program works with Pakistani universities, training programs,
and education departments to better educate and train Pakistani teachers.36



Higher Education Commission Support is developing financial aid programs with 11
universities and the Higher Education Commission in Pakistan. The program helps
institutions establish permanent financial aid programs, scholarships, and relations
with international institutions. It also funds students affected by the 2010 floods.37

Assessment: U.S. education aid is ineffective because of Pakistani government corruption, a
lack of U.S. oversight, and Pakistani resistance to secular education. 38 Of the $1.5 billion
given to Pakistan under the Enhanced Partnership with Pakistan Act (EPPA) in 2010, only
$180 million was properly allocated. 39 In addition, a 2008 report from the Brookings
Institution found that Pakistanis view U.S. attempts to “secularize” curricula as invasive.40

Demand for Education Revitalization by Pakistani Citizens
Pakistanis are frustrated with extremist violence and believe it to be increasingly detrimental to
the state.


63% of Pakistanis fear Islamic extremism because it produces violence, has a
negative impact on the economy, increases division in the country, and results in loss
of civil liberties.41



Following Osama bin Laden’s death, 60% of Punjabis fear that extremists may seize
control of Pakistan and 56% consider extremists a “serious threat” to Pakistan.42

Pakistani citizens are combating radicalization through multiple grassroots initiatives, several of
which work to increase the availability and quality of education.


Dar ul Uloom Ashraf al-Madrassas Okara, a school in Okara, Pakistan, is reeducating radical youths and developing non-radical curricula. Specifically, the
school promotes a peaceful understanding of jihad and emphasizes the concept of
peace in the Koran.43



The 2011 UNESCO Education for All report states that “NGOs [in Pakistan] have
established ‘satellite schools’ in consultation with community leaders in areas where
government schools have been destroyed by the Taliban.”44



In Abbottabad, citizens want the government to establish a women’s college on land
that was previously part of bin Laden’s compound.45
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Using Information Technology and Improved Infrastructure to Revitalize Education
Pakistani citizens increasingly recognize the importance of education for reducing extremism. In
light of the failure of previous reform efforts, citizens are developing their own grassroots
initiatives to improve education. The Arab Spring has demonstrated that grassroots movements
in non-Western countries benefit from internet access, as it allows for widespread information
sharing and communication. Therefore, the United States should lead a multilateral effort to: (1)
support a moderate grassroots organization in Pakistan, The Citizens Foundation; (2) provide
digital education resources and; (3) improve internet and education infrastructure in Pakistan.

Benefits of Expanding The Citizens Foundation
TCF’s presence and success in multiple regions of Pakistan makes it well-positioned to lead
and coordinate grassroots reform efforts.


Record of Success in Pakistan: TCF runs 730 schools in over 80 towns and cities. Its
current enrollment is over 100,000 students, nearly half of whom are female.46



Community Involvement: Upon entering a community, TCF establishes positive
relationships with reluctant community members, making it popular among
Pakistanis.47



International Branches: TCF has fundraising branches in the United States, the
United Kingdom, Canada, the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain.48



Fundraising Capabilities: TCF funds all infrastructure and operating costs through
tuition and private donations from individuals or corporations.49



Moderate Curricula: TCF’s curricula combine national education goals with
international curricula to achieve the “personal and moral development” of students.50



Successful Training of Employees: TCF’s training program provides pre-service and
in-service training for teachers. Its training team regularly updates the training
manual.51

Because of its popularity within Pakistan and existing international infrastructure, TCF has
the resources and expertise necessary to lead a grassroots education revitalization project.
Thus, the United States should encourage countries with international branches of TCF to
assist with and fund the establishment of an education database and education centers.
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Education Database
The education database will supply TCF curricula and training resources to teachers,
students, and citizens, regardless of school affiliation or location.52 Database resources will
include:


School Curricula: The database will offer online access to TCF textbooks, activities,
labs, assignments, and exams.



Continuing Education Courses and Curricula: The database will provide online
courses for Pakistani adults interested in improving their education. Importantly, it
will also provide curricula that will assist Pakistani educators interested in teaching
adult education courses.



Teacher Training Resources: The database will include TCF recommended resources
on teaching strategies and classroom management. There will also be information
about higher education programs, further teacher training opportunities, foreign
exchange programs, and scholarships.

Education Centers
Education centers will be located throughout Pakistan, primarily in urban areas to ensure
access for the largest number of citizens. Each center will be equipped with the following:
 Computer Lab: Each computer lab will be open to the public and will have free
internet access. Computers will require log-in for use, allowing TCF employees to
detect any usage by radicals. All computers will have desktop links to the education
database, as well as reputable news sites. Computer labs will have a printer and
photocopier to facilitate the distribution of free educational materials.


Library: The libraries will have copies of textbooks available on the education
database, subscriptions to newspapers, journals, and magazines, and copies of both
Pakistani and foreign books. Libraries will be a space for academic study and
research and will loan materials to registered citizens.



Lecture Hall or Classroom: Each center will provide a lecture hall or classroom for
use by the public schools, or for teacher training sessions, adult-education courses,
public meetings, and lectures—either in person or via teleconference—by academics
and specialists.
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Advantages of TCF Education Database and Education Centers

Advantage #1: Reduces Radicalization and Empowers Moderate Education Reform Efforts


Competition for Madrassas: Education centers will help lessen the appeal of
madrassas by giving public school teachers access to additional resources.



Moderate Islamic Curricula: TCF curricula will be an alternative to unpopular
secular curricula and curricula currently taught in public schools and madrassas. The
database curricula will allow educators to both please parents and eliminate radical
messages from the classroom.53



Teacher Training: Teachers will be able to continue their own education by using
training resources available online and in the education centers, improving the quality
of educators throughout Pakistan.



Continuing Adult Education: Education centers will hold adult education courses and
the database will provide online classes for adults. Increasing overall education in the
country will lead to greater economic opportunities and lessen the appeal of
radicalism.



Research: Education centers will provide access to the internet, which will allow
Pakistanis to research topics of interest, making them better informed and therefore
less susceptible radical propaganda.

Advantage #2: Reduces Radicalization through Increased Employment


TCF Employees: TCF will hire local Pakistanis, especially women, to run and
maintain the education centers and database. In addition, TCF will hire Pakistanis to
work as security guards for education centers.



Career Advancement: Pakistanis will be able to attend education center classes and
use center computers for vocational training, improving their credentials and ability to
find a job.
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Advantage #3: Universal Access to Database and Improved Internet Infrastructure


Database Access: The education database will provide educational resources to
teachers and students who have internet access, but are unable to visit an education
center.



Internet Infrastructure: Education centers will increase internet access in urban areas
by providing such access free of charge.

Advantage #4: Pakistani Citizen Involvement


Project Evaluation: Pakistanis working in an education center will report on the
success of the center and the usefulness of the database. They will monitor local
enthusiasm for the project and provide suggestions for improvement.



Resource Suggestions: Pakistanis will be able to suggest new materials that should be
added to the database or stocked in education center library collections, increasing the
likelihood that the resources will be useful to the population.

Advantage #5: Minimal Involvement of the Pakistani Government


Implementation: TCF is legally registered in Pakistan as a private company and is
able to receive international donations.54 Therefore, the Pakistani government will be
less able or likely to block implementation or insist on government oversight.



Funding: Foreign governments, international donors, and citizens will fund the aid
initiative. It will not rely on Pakistani government funding and will thus avoid
diverting funds from national education programs or losing funds due to government
corruption.

Possible Objections

Objection #1: Education Center Internet Access Will Further Spread Radical Propaganda


Radical groups could use improved internet access to disseminate more propaganda,
recruit followers, and coordinate attacks in Pakistan.55
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The internet allows radicals to recruit and build relationships with individuals outside
of Pakistan.56

Response: Education centers will be able to monitor computer use and prevent center
computers from being used to circulate radical propaganda.

Objection #2: Militants Will Target Education Centers


In October 2009, two suicide attacks were carried out at the International Islamic
University, killing at least six people. The day after the attacks, schools throughout
the country were closed due to safety concerns.57

Response: TCF hires guards and gatekeepers for their schools to guarantee their safety.58
Some TCF schools are also located inside army compounds to ensure security. 59 The
education centers will make use of the expertise and successful system of TCF to guarantee
security. The database will provide educational resources to areas that TCF judges too
dangerous for a center.

Objection #3: Pakistanis’ Distrust of the United States


Pakistanis may view an education reform initiative led by the United States as
imperialist.60



Pakistanis currently resent U.S. aid because it has traditionally focused on the
military, while the population lacks essential government services.61

Response: First, basing the education database content on TCF curricula and teacher training
programs will reduce accusations of imperialism. Second, since the program will support an
existing internal movement for better education, Pakistanis may be more receptive.62 The
international community will be clear that is providing the support that moderates have
requested.63 Finally, the program will be more popular than other aid initiatives because it
will focus on the long-term development of Pakistan, as opposed to short-term U.S. military
or strategic goals.
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Objection #4: Opposition from the Pakistani Government or Military
A 2011 Congressional Research Service Report highlights reactions by Pakistani officials
and military officers to the EPPA:


The report describes officials as “highly critical of the EPPA, seeing in its language
an intent to interfere with and dictate to Pakistan on sensitive foreign policy and
national security issues, perhaps even with malicious goals.”64



In addition, the Pakistani military expressed “serious concern regarding clauses [of
the law] impacting on national security.”65

Response: Working with TCF will diminish Pakistani government involvement and
interference because TCF is already registered as a business and legally operating in
Pakistan. In addition, TCF’s mechanism to receive funds from international branches is
already in place and requires no further involvement of the Pakistani government.66 Finally,
implementation of the project does not require concessions from the civilian government or
military.

Objection #5: Reluctance of the U.S. Government


Current U.S.-Pakistan relations have been increasingly strained since the Abbottabad
raid in May 2011. More investment in Pakistan may not be seen as worthwhile at
present.67



The United States has already committed to giving Pakistan $7.5 billion in nonmilitary aid under the EPPA; it may be hesitant to use further funds during an
economic recession.68



The United States dislikes funding multilateral organizations or leading multilateral
efforts.69



The U.S. Congress may be hesitant to fund a program that integrates religion and
education.

Response: First, expanding TCF will benefit U.S.-Pakistan relations, as Pakistanis may
become more cooperative once they have received aid that successfully benefits the
populace. And, since TCF is able to build and operate a school for a year for less than
$90,000, this proposal will be a comparatively low-cost method for improving relations with
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Pakistan. 70 Second, the United States has previously funded religious education in other
countries. 71 In addition, a 2003 report by the USAID Bureau for Policy and Program
Coordination recommended that, to improve education in Islamic countries, USAID should
support moderate Islamic education initiatives, in addition to secular efforts.72

Conclusion
Radicals are a threat to the stability of the international community, the security of Pakistan’s
nuclear arsenal, and U.S. forces in the region. Reforming the education system will decrease
Pakistani support of radicals, but government corruption, a lack of coordination, program
inefficiency, and misguided objectives have impeded past and current reform efforts.
International funding of TCF to create an education database and establish education centers will
empower moderate Pakistanis, improve the quality of public education, and reduce the appeal of
madrassas. The initiative will provide the moderate majority of Pakistanis with the resources
they need to reform the education system from the bottom up. Public schools will benefit from
physical infrastructure, modern curricula, and better trained teachers. As the quality of public
schools increases, enrollment in madrassas will decrease. Thus, a better educated Pakistani
populace, less prone to radicalization, and with better prospects for employment, will emerge,
improving domestic stability and regional stability, and U.S.-Pakistan relations.
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